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MINUTES OF THE APOLLO SITE SELECTION BOARD MEETING
held at
Apollo Action Center
.955 L.'Enfant Plaza North, S.W.
Washington, D,C.
20024
July 10, 1969
On July 10, 1969, the Apollo Site Selection Board met at NASA
HeaQquarters.

The meeting agenda is attached as Attachment A

and attendees are listed in Attachment B,
Introduction
Capt. Scherer reported on the st;at'\ls of the H-l prime landing
site decision, first noting that at the last ASSB meeting MSC
was given an action item to investigate the possibility of
using Fra Mauro and/or Hipparchus as additions to the candidate
set of Sites

.

2, 3, and 5.

MSC replied by TWX on June 12, recorn-

mending
against inclusion of Fra Mauro and Hipparchus on aocount
.
of low N-numbers and lack of photographic coverage.

They recom-

mended including Site S-111 instead and requested a response by
June 16.

A June 16 response noted that the.G:j:..EP Site Selection

Subgroup Meeting of June 17 would consider site S-Il:r after wljich
a definite answer would be sent.

Tpe Subgroup

against

using S-1II primarily because ;i,t is pot representa·t:Lve of the
"younger" mare.

The subsequent Headquarters response·to MSC con-

curred with the recommendation to drop Fra Mauro and Hipparchu:;;
. and to include S-111.

,,,
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Capt. Scherer noted a request by Adm. Middleton-KSC that Mr. R. E. Mose
be recogni2;ed as his representative at those ASSB meetings which
!

Middleton could not attend.

Development of Reference Site List
Or. D. U. Wise - NASA HQ/MAL introduced the discussion of lunar
Slcience rationale and how it leads to 'site selection and
sequencing.

He re-emphasized the need to pevelop

a

reference

site list for purposes of mission planning and noted that the
ensuing discussion would indicate how the GLEP Site Selection
Subgroup arrived at the recommended site list and alternates.
A, detailed write-up of the science objectives presentations is

not included here since it is the intent of the speakers to do
,

so ih the near future.

Rather, their summary chart of the '24

Set B sites vs. objectives is

as Attachment C, which

be referred to in conjunction with the brief summaries
below.

Additional copies qf the presentation material are

available upon request.
Age Dating
Dr. D. U. Wise - NASA HQ/MAL discussed the
of absolute age dating techniques in establishing a
time-framework in which lunar samples andev 7nts can
be linked.

Such techniques, highly developed in ter-

restrial and meteoritic studies, depend upon the radioactive decay of an element whose initial abundance is
well known.

The method "dates" the time at which a
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given sample became a closed system for a particular
elemenlt, a.g., the time at which a rock containing
radioactive K40 cooled sufficiently to retain the
40
gaseous A
decay product.

Such an age might reflect

a time of volcanism, impact melting or even accretion
to form the moon.
Terrestrial experience tells us that a variety of agedating techniques must be used on a multitude of
samples in order to circumvent the usual difficulties
of anomalous dates and varying

The Sampleq

must be collected in their geologic context.
Dr. Wise described the significant ages one wants to
obtain on the moon.

Prime is the age of the moon's

formation or oldest crust, an age which might enable
one to distinguish among various origin theories.
site

A key

for locating such material are Fra Mauro (old

Imbrian debris blanket).

Another site -would be in the bland

SE highlands - an

represented in Set B.

Next in

sequence (as determined by photogeologic mapping which
establishes relative ages) is the time of the giant
impact events now recorded as mare basins.
is one
established.

Fra .Mauro

sites where suchan 'age' can be
Following at some unknown time interval

is the age of mare fill - examples of which will be'
abundant in the lunar exploration on account of the
bias towards mare landin9s.

filling out the sequence

-
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are significant post-mare events such as the
Copernicus and Tycho impacts and associated
volcanism.

of interest is the apparent

concentration of sinuous rille formation during.
this last period of lunar history.
Lunar Composition
The significance of df;ltermining various aspects of
lunar composition was discussed by Dr. N. W. HinnersBellcomm/MAS.

Be first
ftlatc1!l:-Eecl.
the: great
.
.

de.
.

sire

of geochemists to find "primitive" solar system
material in order to deduce
of planets and satellites
nebula.

of formation
the condensing solar

Current information on those conditions is

based upon analysis of terrestrial and meteorite
samples, solar and stellar spectroscopy, and theoreti,cal nuclear physics.

The earth and meteorites both

exhibit evidence of complex physical and chemical change
which obscures the original state.

The source of energy

for the changes is thermal and the earth has also been
surficially modified by atmospheric weathering.

The

moon's small size might result in a lower heat flow and
has resulted in a very small atmosphere thus leading us
to speculate that it
on the purface.

still have original material

One could search for such material in

the highlands since they appear to represent the
oldest, thus most primitive, lunar material.
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Next in importance to finding primitive

is

the bulk composition of the moon both
in terms of its major element chemistry and its
radioactivity.

The former is expected to relate

especially to theories of origin, e.g., if the moon
is totally unlike the earth it can hardly have
fissioned frOm it.

The latter is important in that

radioactivity is expected to be a main source pf
energy for any l1,lnar changes which have occurred
since its formation.
bulk

In order to establish lunar

one must sample the spectrum of

surface sites which are located in a variety of
geologic units.

Of greatest import are those

sites showing evidence of differentiation and/or
deep-seated materials (impact excavations, ejecta
blankets, explosive craters).

Orbital surveys of

radioactivity and major element content should
help delineate the lunar: compositional variations.
Lastly, Dr .rlinners discussed how molecular and
isotopic .;ina!y'sis of any purrent or past lunar
atmosphere would give clues to lunar origin and
evolution.

Areas of transient event sightings and

sinuous rilles are favored for such investigations.
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of mass speetrometers is necessary for
study of the current atmosphere while sample analysis
will give clues to the past atmosphere.
Major
Geomorphic PrQcesses
,
;
;

0:);". Wise referred to the study of major proCesses
of construction and destruction of lunar land forms
as being useful in answering 2nd and 3rd order questions about the moon but as being absolutely essential
in that it is the "glue" that hd)ldsthe first order
queS1;.ionstogether.

Knowledge of dominant processes

provides the basis for the selection of samples and
fOr determining their place of origin.

It also

vides a major clue to past energy expenditure on the
moon, be it internal or external in ultimate source.
Of

interest in process studies are the

sinuous rilles and their implications for lunar
degassing and the possible occurrence of resources
useful in future exploration.
,/\nother area in need of attention is the significance
of volcanic cratering, once thought by many to represent only a very minor aspect of lunar geology but
now recognized as being of major import.
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Dr. Wise summarized by noting that our
covers the entire lunar surface and that it is the
correlation ofa landform with a process that will
us to extrapolate from a few landing sites
to most of the moon.
Lunar Geophxsics
is no doubt that investigation of surface sites will
n!3ver let us See

of the moon.

Dr. M. ':1;'. Ya,tes -

Bellcornm/MAS described how the seismic signal is the on+y
direct probe available to see that, 99%.

that

at first cut, the location of lunar seismometers is site
independent but geometry dependent in that station spacings
of
Thus high

km are desirable with good angular separation.
sites such as Tycho assume great impor-

tance.
Once the basic network requirements have been fulfilled
(?. 4 active stations/network) geographic locations are of

interest, e.g., highland-mare contact zones
and suspectsd tectonic regions.
The seismic data is expected to yield information on layering in the moon, rate of release of thermally induced strain
and on the number and energy of meteorite impacts.

In the,

apsence of inter,l1al moonquakes, the meteorite iPlP<;f.ctSl are
to provide a prime source of seismic energy.

pro

Yates also pointed out the value of an S-IVB impq,ct - the

-
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three spatial and one time coordinates are known,
thus tremendously reducing the uncertainty in data
interpretation.
Relative to heat flow, it was pointed out how that
quantity bears on theories of hot vs. cold moons
and lunar differentiation, and how it ties in with
estimates of lunar radioactivity.

Difficulties in

interpretation are abundant - especially since a
heat flow value does not uniquely determine Tfr) it does limit the models, however.

It is important

to obtain the early measurements from homogeneous
regions and to correlate results with the geology.
}\,n orbital vantage point appears well suited to
study of lunar gravity and geodesy, especially in
determining the extent of mas cons and hydrostatic
equilibrium.

Such data will be supplemented by

laser ranging to lunar surface reflectors.

The

preferred location of the reflectors,· which actually
enable one to measure ph:(sical librations, are at
widely separated latitudes and longitudes.
Tidal gravimetry. on the surface is expected to be a
more sensitive method than qn earth in providing an
independent control on models derived from seismic
information.
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Recommended List of Reference Sites with DisGussion
The Group for Lunar Exploration Planning (GLEP) recommended a
prime set of sites to be used for the Lunar Exploration Program
(see GLEP :r;eport below),

Dr. F. EI-Baz - Bellcomm/MAS, presented

a swnmary of thE/ salient characteristics of the recommended set
and alternates preceded by the general requirement that a set of
siees for the first phase (assuming 10 missions)

1.

include:

'rhe two types of mare material, "oj-der" or "ea.stern"
and "yo1,lnger" or "western"

2.

Regional stratigraphic units such as blanket
(ejecta) deposits around mare basins

3.

Various types and sizes of impact craters in
maria and in highlands

4.

Morphological manifestations of volcanism in
maria and in highlands

5.

Areas which may give Clues to the nature and
extent of processes, other than impact and
volcanism, which may have acted upon the
lunar surface.

A brief geological description of the 10 prime sites follows.
The site locations are shown on a geologic map (Attachment P).
1.

Landing Site 2

("Older" or Eastern Mare)

This site is located entirely within relatively old
(Imbrian) ma:r;e material.

There are many large

dued craters 200-600 m in diameter; the number of

I
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intermE;!diate size Graters 50-200 m in diameter
is fewer than on younger mare
sites.

in other

This Grater distribution is common on

many apparently old

the

lmprian bJ,anket (lfra Mimro FOrlljation).

It. may

a th.:j.,cl<.rx ],.ayer of surficial d,ebris in
these areas Qf relatively oJ,.d

S0

t;hat

intermeqiate s:i,.zec;raters have an initially
soft appearance and are rapidly de$troyeq.
alternat.ive explanation

An

that a mantle of

pyroc:laf;ltics is present; some craters near the
site may be volcanic and could, be the $our(l,le
of the pyroclastics.

DetrerXllinat;j..on of the

age and natl,lre of mare II'\aterial (Imbrian)iS/·
the prime object

or a

landipg in this site;

of whether

not pYroclastics
::.

are present will hi;we appl,ication to many
other areas with similar Grater populations.
2.

Landing Site 5 (Younger or Western Mare)
i

This site is located within relatively young
(Era1j:osthenian) mare materip.l.

In contrast to

Landing Site 2, the area

this site dispJ,.ays

a lar<iJe number of intermediate size craters 50-200m
in diameter ana a small number of
200r600m in diameter.

The site

sur-

roun¢ied by well-developed Keplerian ray clusters.

/
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Small, weakiy-developed crater clusters and

;$.,

lineaments radial to Kepler occur within the
Site.

Thus some mateJ;ial derived, from depth at

KElpler Il\a,y be l?resent in the. surficial
and fine-scale textural details related, to the
Keplerx;ays may FllEio be present.
ltesolvq.ble blocks

(>

ThereaJ;"e more

2m) arot,lndorCl;t ers than in

the'three sites to the east (Landing Sites 1, ;2
and 3) suggesting that the surficial material
is generflllY coarseF grained c;tnd that the debris
l:;>lanketis thinner.
in

'l;'he chief goal of a landing

l:Iite is detEjrmtnation of 1;:he age and c:om-

posi,tion of the Eratost-henian mare material.
3.

Fra Mauro Formation
i

rhe site of the Fra Mq.uro Formation is in an
extensive geologi,c 'Unit covering great portions
of the lunar sl,lrface around Mare Imbrium.

There-

fore a mission to this site would result in an
understanding of the nature, composition, and
origin of this widespread formation.

latter

is interpreted, as ejecta from Imbrium.

Analter"-

native to the Fra Mauro Formation, although in
somewhat different terrain (the Cayley Formation) "
wOl,lld be NippaJ;'chus.
4.

Rima Boqe II
Rima Bode II is a sing1-e l;inear

which;rt,lns

to a fresh, elonga1;:e crater and a
chc;tin.

Bqth the rille and the crater are pospible

J
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sources of a number of dark geologic units mos·t
probably of volcanic origin.

Therefore, the site

was selected as an example of a volcanic region
where deep seated material is expected.

The

alternative to this site in Hyginus which displays very similar characteristics, but is
less fresh-appearing.

The aforementioned site

of Littrowwould meet part (sampling of the
Sulpicius Gallus Formation) of the objectives
of a mission to Rima Bode II.
5.

Censorinus
Censorinus is a 3.8 km probable impact crater
located within, but near the edge, of a highland
block south-southeast of Mare Tranquillitatis.
The proposed landing site is to the north of
the crater within the ejecta blanket and about
1 km from the rim.

The site offers a unique

opportunity to sample, early ln the lunar
exploration plan, both highland material and
features associated with a fresh impact crater.
Censorinus is large enough to exhibit clear signs
of impact, but small enough ·to be investigated
on a foot traverse.

If operational constraints

indicate the impossibility of landing on the
Censorinus ejecta blanket, the site of Littrow
(where a fresh wrinkle ridge meets the Serenitatis
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Bench and both are covered by dark mantling
material) may be considered for the fourth
landing.

6.

Copernicus (peak)
The crater Copernicus is a bright rayed crater,
up to 95 km in diameter, whose visible radial
rays spread out distances of several hundred
kilometers.

The walls of the crater Copernicus

expose a vertical section of about 4 km of the
lunar crust.

The floor, 60 km in diameter, is

nearly circular, and contains a small, almost
central, multiple peak, with large masses to
the east and the west, where the highest peak
rises 800 meters.

These peaks may have brought

to the surface material that once lay at considerable depth.

A mission to the central peaks

would be mainly a sampling mission, with some
emphasis on structural relationships.

Samples

of large blocks on the peaks, of the floor material,
and of the mounds on the floor would be of significance to the geochemistry of the moon.
7.

Marius Hills
The Marius Hills are

and cones near the

center of Oceanus Procellarum, and west-northwest
of the crater Marius, where isolated hills and
clusters of hills rise above the mare surface
and form part of a major north-south median
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ridge system that stretches irregularly for
some 1900 km through Oceanus Proce11arum.
Many of the hills exhibit the convex upward
shapes suggestive of terrestrial 1acco1ithic
instrusions; and some resemble terrestrial
shield volcanos.

The variety of these features

and their similarity to terrestrial volcanic
structures strongly suggests that the area
has been subjected to intensive and prolonged
volcanic activities.
8.

Tycho (rim)
Tycho is also a fresh impact crater, in the
southern highlands.

However, it is much

larger than Censorinus (about 85 km in diameter)
and thus offers an opportunity of studying the
many features common to large, fresh impact
events, including associated volcanism.

The

vicinity of the landing site of Surveyor VII
is the proposed landing

site.

In that area one

encounters several generations of flows, a pond
or pool, ejected blocks (probably from Tycho),
other ejecta features and structures, and last
but not least the Surveyor VII spacecraft.

15 -
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9.

Rima Prinz I
The Harbinger Mountains region of the moon includes
numerous sinuous rilles and associated materials.
The longest and, most probably, the youngest of
the sinuous rilles in this area is Rima Prinz I.
The latter is a double sinuous rille, i.e., a small
meandering rille is enclosed within a larger sinuous
rille.

Sinuous rilles have aroused considerable

interest because of the implications of the mode
of their formation to the origin of the moon and
its history.

To study a sinuous rille, one must

get down to the valley floor to sample the material
and examine the displayed structures.

Rima Prinz I

was selected because of the freshness of its details.
A landing near the mouth or terminus of the rille
would allow an examination of the lower part of
the eroded valley.

The alternative to Rima Prinz I

is Schroter's Valley which displays very similar
characteristics, but appears older than Rima Prinz I.
10.

Descartes
The area of the southern highlands north of the
crater Descartes is characterized by hilly, groovy,
and furrowed deposits.

It is bound on the west by

a hilly and pitted stratigraphic unit and on the

·

.

'.

-

'.
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east by rugged hills which bound Mare Nectaris.
The Descartes region, which is very similar to
an area to the west and northwest of Mare
Humorum, is thought to include a distinctive
pattern of morphological manifestations of
volcanism in the lunar terrae.

Many of the

elongate grooves and furrows are reminiscent
of terrestrial volcanos.

It is believed that

a mission to a region of intensive and prolonged
volcanism within the lunar terrae is most important, from both the geological and geochemical
viewpoints.

An alternative to this site would

be Abulfeda.
Background on Derivation of Reference Site List - GLEP Report
Dr. N. W. Hinners - Bellcomm/MAS presented the recommendations of
the Group for Lunar Exploration Planning (GLEP).

These recom-

mendations arose from the June 17 meeting of the GLEP Site
Selection Subgroup at MSC.
The first recommendation was that Descartes, an upland volcanic
site representative of large areas of the highlands, be added
to Set B.

Hinners pointed out that this proposed addition is

a direct result of study of the Orbiter photography.
noted that the low resolution

He also

meters) requires that addi-

tional photography be obtained before landing at the site.
ASSB approved inclusion of Descartes in Set B.

The

'.
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!t was next pointed out that Set B lacks a caldera-type site
and that the GLEP is considering such for possible future
inclusion in Set B.

Their preliminary caldera sites include,

in priority order,

a.

Gaudibert

b.

Lassell

c.

Gambart

..

Ritter/Sabine
The priority arises from the seismic net considerations which
put greater emphasis on higher latitude sites.
A second recommendation was that a formal mechanism be established
to ensure adequate consideration of candidate si·te photography.
The GLEP feels that simply including such as targets-of-oppol;'tunity
does not lead to getting the job done.

This is particularly true

for those missions prior to Apollo 16 and institution of the CSM
science.

Capt. Scherer noted that General phillips has given

him an action item to resolve the problem.
A list of the current candidates for further photography is shown
in Attachment E.
The GLEP recommendations for a mission assignments follows:
G-l
H-l
H-2

J-2

Site 2
Site 5 (or 4) (1)
Fra M.auro Fm.
Rima Bode 11(2)
N to W of Censorinus
Copernicus Peaks
Marius Hills (3)'

J-3
J-4
J-5

Tycho Rim (3)
Rima Prinz 1
Descartes

B-3
H-4
J-l
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.Site Assignment Alternates;:
Science Alternates:
a.

Hyginus - meets some objectives of Rima
Bode II and Fra Mauro Fm.

b.

Littrow - meets some objectives of Rima
Bode II.

c.

Should not be considered after H-3.

Hipparchus - meets some objectives of Fra
Mauro Fm.

d.

Should not be considered after H-2.

Abulfeda - meets some of Descartes objectives.
Consider for J-2

e.

+

J-5 missions.

Schroter's Valley - meets many of Rima Prinz I
objectives.

Consider for J-2

+

J-5 missions.

Recycle Alternates:
G-l

Sites 3, 5.

H-l

Site 3, Assuming G-l lands at site 2;
Site 2 if G-l lands at Site 3.

H-2

Sites 4R and 6R

Hinners noted that the list was derived considering the expected
evolution in capability and also considering constraints imposed
by operations.

For example, the J-missions are better for the

J-si tes in terms of number of EVA's and mobility.

Tycho·· is accessible

only in the early part of the year so it had to be switched from
J-2 to J-3 even though it is a better non-mobility mission than
Marius Hills.

Descartes has been placed last in order to obtain

the needed photography on either the J-2 or J-3 mission.

'.

"

". -
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Considerable discussion followed at this point and throughout
the remainder of the meeting.

It can best be summarized by

Gen. Phillips' comments that ,he feels the list is well thought
out, scientifically, and that it is time that the list settles
down.

It was generally agreed that on the second mission we

would not be ready to give up recycle and that either Site 3
or Site S-III would be included as a prime target (see Introduction by Scherer).

Gen. Phillips stressed that in the next

month he would like STAC, the LPMB, and Management Council
to have an opportunity to hear the presentation and discuss
the merits of the Reference Sites.
The GLEP list was approved as a list to be used for planning
purposes.

MSC (0. E. Maynard) was given an action item.,to

report back next month on the mission planning aspects of the
list.

Consideration should be given to the possibilities of

using the prime science sites in a recycle mode.

Considering

the possibility that we may fly to certain sites with a high
chance of abort before landing, MSC should ,look at what kind
of orbital mission might be accomplished if such an event
were to occur.
Differences Among Apollo Sites as Evidenced by Recent Remote'
Sensing Data
Dr. A. F. H. Goetz Bellcomm/MAS reported results of a recent
sensing study of the Apollo Prime sites conducted by
himself and co-investigators at Caltech.

60" Mt. Wilson telescopes they found that:

Using the 24" and

-

1.
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The Apollo sites differ significantly :i;rom each
other in spectral reflectivity (0.4

->

1.1)1) bl.lt

these differences do not incll.lde the variety
evidenced over the moon as a whole, nor even just
over the mare regions.

Compositional

can be inferred independent of age and/or texture
effects.

Differences in composition

probably reflect differences in minor
or valence state ( e.g., Fe ++ vs. Fe +++) .
2.

The Apollo sites do not differ significantly
each other in spectral emissivity (8.2
are

+

13.4)1) and

from the great preponderance of

the lunar surface in that regard.

However, Plato

(and a previously studied locality in Mare Humorum)
does differ significantly from the rest of the ;Lunar
surface.
The small lunar reflectivity differences found in this study can
be explained as the result of differences only in minor consti..,.
tuents, or even only in relative valence state of iron,
emissivity differences imply differences in Silo coordinGltion
number and, therefore, in major constituent

Thus,

the surface materials of the Apollo sites can be rec;:Jarde,:! as
probably representative of the general l1.1nar surface in average
Si:O ratio, and representative as well of much of the Mare areas
in minor element abundance or iron oxidation level.

Apollo Site

"
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4 (III P-II) and 5 (II P-13) appear to be the most similar
to one another, Apollo Sites 1 (II P-2) and 3 (II l?-8)
clearly differ from those two but show similarity t9 each
other in the visible; Apollo Site 2 (II P-6) is most distinctive.

Sampling one site from each of these three groups

would be sufficient to ascertain the maximum compositional
variations represented by the five sites.

If only two sites

were to be visited, then Apollo 2 and one western site may
represent the best strategy, based on these inferred compositional differences.
Preliminary Photographic Guidelines for Lunar Exploration Sites
and Requirementsufor Additional Lunar
Photography
i
Mr. J. H. Sasser - MSC presented preliminary photographic requirements.for the exploration sites.
HR «4 m) Stereo of

Tbese are:

3r ellipse

(1 m Apollo)

MR «30 m) Stereo of 3rellipse (8 m Apollo)
MR « 30 m) Stereo of 70 nm approach (8 m Apollo)
If the above were to be accepted as the requirements, all Prime
sites and science alternates require further lJR stereo photography
and all except Censorinus require MR stereo (Sasser noted that
on account of albedo and slope variations, photometric redUction
techniques are not expected to be useful) •
With regard to obtaining boot-strapping photography, an MSC
analysis of Site 2 Orbiter and Apollo 10 Command Module
photography showed that from 60 nm the 250 mm lens provides
photo coverage equivalent to Orbiter MR photography and that

•
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80 mm appears suitable for stereo analysis.

MSC also con-

that Site S-III on H-l provides better opportunities
for boot-strap photography than Sites 3 or 5.

Along these

lines Mr. O. E. Maynard -MSC presented preliminary data on
photographic coverage of exploration sites assuming various
H-l landing sites, various times for photography and in some
cases a 500 fps plane change after LM rendezvous.
.complete report will be made at a subsequent

A more
meeting.

Considerations for Lunar AfternQon Landings
At the last ASSB meetingMSC was given an action item to
investigate the potential for using afternoon landings as
a means of having a recycle. opportunity to a single site.
Mr. J. P. Loftus - MSC reported that MSC considered the
problem from many aspects:
1.

Lunar surface visibility
The PM sun elevation range would be greater than
for AM landings.
and multiple

The

of windows

reflections are expected to

degrade visibility although external sunphades
might alleviate the problem.
2.

Ascent stage thermal control
Asymmetrical thermal properties of the AS lead
to potentially unacceptable cabin temperatures
for a landing into the sun.

3.

The p"roposed solar array for the extended LM will
be mounted on the

-z

side of the LM

must of

.,
-
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course be oriented into the sun (it is
assumed that the array will be deployed
ically) .
4.

Descent/Ascent

Pertormance

Both 2 and 3 might be alleviated by a 180 0 yaw
maneuver just before touchdown.

The 6V penalty

is "'100 fps

The ascent yaw

(18 seconds hover).

penalty is "'40 fps or 8 sec.

More critical, per-

is a 6V penalty of up to 1000 fps for high
latitude sites occasioned by non-optimum
geometry at a given site.
5.

S-band communications
It appears that there is increased S-band communications,blockage for the maneuvers COnsidered
for the PM landings.

The MSC conclusion and recommendation was that the
tion of the afternoon landings be dropped.

General Phillips

concurred.
Summary of Action Items
The MSC (0 .• E. Maynard) will conduct mission planni1').g q.nq. other
analysis to determine the actions necessary to

the

Apollo Lunar Exploration missions to the set of sites approved
for planning purposes.

ATTACHM.ENT A

"

APOLLO SITE SELECTION BOARD
AGENDA
July 10, 1969

I.

DEVELOPMENT OF REFERENCE SITE LIST
A.

Purpose and General Introduction
10 mins.

D. U. Wise - HQ/MAL
B.

Broad Scientific Problems and Specific Sites
1.

Age Dating
20 mins.

D. U. Wise - HQ/MAL
2.

Composition
N. W. Hinners - Bellcomm/MAS

3.

Major Geomorphic Processes
15 mins.

D. U. Wise - HQ/MAL
4.

Bulk Geophysics
M. T. Yates - Bellcomm/MAS

C.

15 mins.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADDITIONA.L LUNAR EXPLORATION PHOTOGRAPHY
J. H. Sasser - MSC

V.

15 mins.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR LUNAR AFTERNOONLANpINGS
I

i

J. P. Loftus - MSC
Added Item:

15 mins.

PRELIMINARY PHOTO GUIOELINES FOR LUNAR EXPLORATION SITES
J. H. Sasser - MSC

IV.

15 mins.

DIFFERENCE AMONG APOLLO SITES AS EVIDENCED BY RECENT
REMOTE SENSING DATA
A. F. H. Goetz - Bellcomm/MAS

III.

60 mins.

Background on Derivation of Reference Site List - GLEP
N. W. Hinners - Bellcomm/MAS

II.

30 mins.

Recommended List of Reference Sites with Discussion
F. EI-Baz - Bellcomm/MAS

D.

30 mins.

"Bootstrap" Orbital Photography of Exploration Sites
O. E. Maynard - MSC

15 mins.
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MISSION ASSIGNMENTS
(BASED ON ACCESSIBILITY)
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4- RIMA BODE II
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GEOLOG I CAL PROBLEMS OF THE MOON

A.

MAJOR SURFACE UN ITS
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MARE MATER I ALS
EASTERN (IMBRIAN) MARE
WESTERN (ERATOSTHEN I AN) MARE
SULPICIUS GALLUS FORMATION

II.

HI GHLAN D MATER I ALS
RUGGED TERRA MATER I AL
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MAJOR PROCESSES
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LUNAR EXPLORATION SITES AND THE GEOLOGICAL PROBLEMS OF THE MOON
A.

MAJOR SURFACE UNITS
I.

SITES

MARE MATERIALS
EASTERN (lMBRIAN) MARE. ••••.•.••.••••.•••••••••.••••.•.•••. LANDING SITE 2
WESTERN (ERATOSTHENIAN) MARE. ••••.••••.•••.•.••.•••••. SITES 4, 5 OR 6
SULPICIUS GALLUS FORMATlON .••.•••••••••.•••.•.••.•••••. RIMA BODE II (OR LITIROW)"

II.

HIGHLAND MATERIALS
RUGGED TERRA MATERIAL ••.••.•••••••.•.••.•.••••••••.••.•.••. CENSORINUS AND DESCARTES (OR ABULFEDA)
BLANKET (EJECTA) DEPOS ITS ••.•.•..•.••.•..•.•••.•.••.••••••. FRA MAURO FORMATION
OLD FILLED BASINS •••••..••.••.•.••••.••••.••••.•.•.•.•.••.••.•.. (HIPPARCHUS)
OLD PITIED PLAINS...............................................
[SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS AND NORTH POLAR REGION] ""

B. MAJOR PROCESSES
I.

CRATERING
SMALL MARE CRATERS •••..•..•••••••.••.•.••.••••••••.•..•.•..•. SITE 2 AND 4, 5 OR 6
SMALL IMPACT CRATERS •.••..••.•••••••••••••.•••.••••.••.••.•• CENSORINUS
LARGE IMPACT CRATERs... •••••.••••..••.••.•.•••.•.••.••.•.••. COPERNICUS AND TYCHO
OLD (REBOUND) CRATERS........................................
[POSIDONIUS AND GASSENDI]
COLLAPSE CRATERS••.•••.••.••.••.••.•.••.••.••••.••••••.•.••.••.. MARIUS HILLS
CRATER CHAINS (MAARS)
(HYGINUS)
VOLCANIC CALDERAS.............................................
[CRATER Y IN MARE ORIENTALE]

II. VOLCAN I SM
I NTRUS IVE.............................................................
["MARE DOMES II]
EXTRASIVE
DOMES AND CONES •••.••••.••.••••.••••.•••.••••••.••.•• MARIUS HILLS AND DESCARTES
FLOWS AND RIDGES •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••• (L1TIROW)
III.

OTHER PROCESSES
EROSION AND DEPOSITlON .••.••••.•••••.••••.•••••••••••.•••. RIMA PRINZ I (OR SCHROTER'S VALLEY)
FAULTING AND COLLAPSE. ••.•••••••••••••.••••.••••••••.••.••.. (HYGINUS)
SLUMPING AND MASS WASTING............................
[COPERNICUS WALL AND APENNINE MTS.]
"SITES IN PARENTHESIS ARE CONSIDERED AS ALTERNATES TO FIVE OF THE TEN SITES
"SITES IN BRACKETS ARE NOT IN THE LIST OF TEN SITES AND USED ONLY AS
EXAMPLES
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THE TEN LUNAR EXPLORATION SITES
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MAJOR SURFACE UN ITS
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MARE MATER IALS

B.

MAJOR PROCESSES
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CRATER ING
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RIMA BODE II

TYCHO-NORTH RIM
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II.

VOLCAN I SM

FRA MAURO FM.

RIMA BODE II

CENSORINUS

MAR IUS HILLS

DESCARTES

DESCARTES
III.

SINUOUS RILLE FORMATION
RIMA PRINZ I

L

ALSEP DEPLOYMENT
(BASED ON ACCESS I BILlTY)

L LANDING SITE 2
2. WESTERN MARE

3. FRA MAURO FORMATION

4. RIMA BODE II
5. CENSOINus (NORTHWEST)
6. COPERNICUS (CENTRAL PEAKS)
7.
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8.

TYCHO (NORTH RIM)

9. RIMA PRINZ I
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4.
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5. RIMA BODE II
6.

TYCHO (N ORTH RIM)

7.

COPERNICUS (PEAKS)

8.

MARIUS HILLS

9. DESCARTES
10. RIMA PRINZ I
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- - - - - --
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